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QUESTION 1

A class group is used to. 

A. identify a layer of the Enterprise Class Structure 

B. combine related properties by usage 

C. assign work to a specific group of users 

D. store data from different child classes in a single table 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://collaborate.pega.com/QUESTION/what-class-groupdoesnt-belongs- classgroup-andbelongs-
classgroup 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two fields are required when adding a parameter to a rule? (Choose Two) 

A. Name 

B. Data type 

C. Required 

D. Default value 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 3

What advantage does skimming provide over lock and roll as a versioning option? 

A. Skimming carries blocked rules forward. Lock and roll does not carry blocked rules forward. 

B. Skimming is most efficient for major and minor updates. Lock and roll is most useful for patches. 

C. Skimming saves checked out rules. Lock and roll does not save checked out rules. 

D. Pega provides a skimming wizard but not a lock and roll wizard. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

How do you identify if a result in a decision rule cannot be returned? 

A. Test for missing conditions 

B. Test for completeness 

C. Test the rule using a unit test 

D. Test for conflicts 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://community.pega.com/sites/default/files/help_v55/rule-/rule-declare-/rule-
declaredecisiontable/testing.htm 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the difference between using the Call and Branch methods in an activity step to invoke other activities? 

A. Branch overrides the security restrictions of the called activity allowing you to easily test code; it will not run in
production. 

B. Branch creates a new thread to allow asynchronous processing, while Call runs in the thread from it was invoked. 

C. Call provides more robust debugging capability than Branch, while Branch provides better run-time performance. 

D. Call returns to the originating activity, while Branch skips the remainder of the originating activity. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You use the Application Import wizard to import an archive file on a destination system. When does the destination
system begin executing the imported rules? 

A. Users can start executing the new rules the next time they log in regardless of whether the import is complete or not. 

B. Pega Platform ensures that the entire ZIP file is imported before users can execute the imported rules. 

C. Pega Platform ensures that an entire ruleset is imported before the rules in it start executing. 

D. Users can start executing rules as soon as the rules are imported. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 7

Field values enable you to _________________. 

A. set default values for a property 

B. test the validity of an input value 

C. customize a list of allowed values for a property based on the context of the property 

D. define the values used in a circumstance template 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Identify three true statements about accessing databases through external classes (Choose Three) 

A. External classes require a Pega-generated composite key. 

B. External classes do not contain the pzinsKey property. 

C. External classes cannot belong to a class group. 

D. External classes contain a BLOB for faster processing. 

E. External classes map Pega properties to database columns. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Why would the Mark as relevant record menu option be grayed out for a rule? 

A. The rule cannot be marked as a relevant record. 

B. The rule is saved to a locked ruleset. 

C. The rule has a moderate or severe guardrail warning. 

D. The rule has already been marked as a relevant record. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 10
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The reason you want to run a process immediately before taking performance readings is ____________. 

A. to train the system which process we\\'re going to measure 

B. to make sure there are no bugs in the system 

C. to allow the rules to assemble 

D. to make sure we know which buttons to click so we can be quick 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11

You are analyzing application performance and notice one or more data transforms exceeding preferred performance
parameters. 

Which of the following performance tools do you use to help troubleshoot the issue? 

A. PegaRULES Log Analyzer 

B. Database Trace 

C. Performance Profiler 

D. Performance Analyzer 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://archive.org/stream/SeniorSystemArchitectGuide/Senior%20System %20Architect% 20Guide_djvu.txt 

 

QUESTION 12

You are working on an update to an application which only affects some rules for a certain case type. The customer has
requested that a patch update the application. 

How do you create the new ruleset version? 

A. Use the Lock and Roll functionality to lock the current ruleset and increment the ruleset version. 

B. Use the Ruleset Maintenance wizard to skim the relevant rulesets to copy the highest version of existing rules to the
new version. 

C. Create a branched ruleset, then copy the affected rules into the new branched ruleset. 

D. Use the Ruleset Maintenance wizard to merge the existing rules in the relevant rulesets to the new version. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 13

Identify the three valid statements about managing data for offline use (Choose Three). 

A. Rules called by scripts as part of an action set on a user interface control require a whitelist entry. 

B. Large data pages that change infrequently are added to the blacklist to exclude the pages from synchronization. 

C. Backward chaining does not run on mobile devices. Use forward chaining or data transform rules instead. 

D. A whitelist is a set of rules that require synchronization between a mobile app and the server. 

E. Delta Sync improves performance by exchanging data in small amounts between a mobile device and the server. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

 

QUESTION 14

Which two components does the Application Packaging wizard prompt you to include when you generate an archive
file? (Choose Two) 

A. Data instances 

B. Product rules 

C. Data types 

D. Checked-out rules 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 15

A flow action calls a pre-processing data transform to initiate values. There are several flow actions available for the
assignment. You want to make sure that the values are only initiated once for each flow action. 

How do you implement a solution? 

A. Do nothing. The pre-processing data transform is only called once for each assignment. 

B. Make sure that the flow action does not have the highest likelihood since it will always be invoked. 

C. Configure the data transform as post-processing instead of pre-processing. 

D. Add logic to the pre-processing data transform to test if values were already initiated. 

Correct Answer: D 
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Reference: https://collaborate.pega.com/QUESTION/pre-processing-flow-action 
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